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Motivated self-starter with the ability to think prolifically to generate a return on 
investment. Goal oriented with the ability to multi-task whenever needed. Proven 
track record at generating and converting business to increase the bottom line. 
Excellent communication and presentation skills in individual and group settings. 
Background in running outside territories which have included multiple states at 
one given time, post-secondary education sales, kitchen & bath sales in both 
residential and commercial environments, and coaching & leadership roles.

1990 – 1997
SENIOR TERRITORY SALES REPRESENTATIVE - ABC CORPORATION

 Reignited sales in a neglected territory and revitalized many inactive accounts.
 Fostered exceptional relationships with 120 accounts which produced [] - [] 

annually.
 Ensured all products maintained primary shelf positioning to augment product 

sales.
 Supported extensive formal and field training sessions to fine-tune sales 

techniques and optimize sales and revenues.
 At store level; conducted inventory inspections, rotations, and positioning, 

proper shelf tags &amp; adhered to account plan-o-grams.
 Recognized floor real estate opportunities selling extra products for aisle and 

end-cap displays.
 Presented new products to management, informing of national ad programs, 

selling quantities to ensure consumer demand.

1985 – 1990
TERRITORY SALES REPRESENTATIVE - ABC CORPORATION

 Boston, MA - Los Angeles, CA - Charlotte, NC Managed key accounts during the 
conversion from competitor brands to Norton.

 Coordinated meetings on-site throughout each region creating close 
relationships with distributors.

 Participated at trade shows creating new business relationships while 
demonstrating products.

 Consistently provided superior customer service, established trust with 
clientele, and promoted repeat business.

 Guided end users by training them on company products and its benefits hands-
on.

 Exceeded production goals in the Southeast by bringing sales from 8% to 32% 
between 2006 and 2007.

 Trained colleagues internationally on new products..
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EDUCATION

License - Real Estate Broker in Real Estate - 2004(Tomball College - Lone Star 
College - Houston, TX)

SKILLS

Home Health Specialist, Anatomy & Physiology Of The.
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